Future Mela
The Mela Partnership
offers huge scope to create increasingly imaginative and
surprising experiences for all audiences.

Sign up to our newsletter:

www.nutkhut.co.uk
Produced by Nutkhut

If you would like to find out more
about how to work with the Mela
Partnership please contact:

ajay@nutkhut.co.uk
If you have any further questions,
comments or feedback, we would
love to hear from you.

Twitter @nutkhutuk
Facebook Nutkhutuk
#melamatters
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‘‘We have learned a lot from each other and we have helped each other. The Mela
Partnership is a massive opportunity to tap into expertise. I’m really glad we got
involved. What this is all about is building trust.” Khairul Alam, Manchester Mela

MELA PARTNERSHIP
DEVELOPING, CREATING, SHARING

An advocacy document for the Mela Sector

Melas matter

Initiating ideas

“I am a firm believer that culture is in our DNA and it’s the glue that
binds us together and how wonderful it is to make friends, eat together,
sing along and share stories. This wonderful family event showcases
the fantastic diversity of Asian arts and culture and invites people from
all backgrounds to come together and get involved.”

“The Partnership is fundamental in providing a voice for Melas right across the country,
bringing us together to bounce ideas off each other and to support joint working”

Sadiq Khan, Mayor of London

Gurvinder Sandher, Cohesion Plus

Nutkhut, initiated the Melas Partnership and has facilitated its inception since 2014. The Partnership
is pioneering new ideas about Mela and acts as the catalyst for artistic development and collaborative
thinking.

Arts Council England’s investment through its Strategic Touring programme over the last 4 years
supports a programme of development – audience, professional and artistic – into the outdoor arts sector.
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“Melas need to push the artistic boundaries, merging different styles
and cultures together. We want to retake the lead in creating and
showcasing new work to diverse audiences. We need to constantly
evolve and not rely on the traditional formats and levels
of engagement that we did previously.” Ajay Chhabra, Nutkhut

What we do
and Commissioning exhilarating new experiences for audiences
* Presenting
ideas about Mela art forms
* Shifting
Giving Melas a wider voice through a strong network
* Learning from each other’s skills and experiences
* Growing talent: artists, young people, volunteers
*
Mela means ‘to meet’. Every year thousands of
people across the country flock to these largescale festive events, to meet friends and family,
to celebrate and to engage in cultural activity.

“The relationships we are building through
the Mela Partnership provide a platform
for us to open the right doors.”
Khairul Alam, Manchester Mega Mela

Melas highlight the discoveries, delights and
challenges of our shared cultural identity, they are
a welcoming place in which different ethnic and
cultural communities can come together.
Melas have been part of the UK’s cultural landscape
for over 30 years and attract attendances of
500,000 people a year.

Melas draw in audiences who have low engagement
in the arts, that many other cultural providers find
‘hard to reach’.

Mela Partnership is a national network of
festivals and producers working within the Mela
sector; current partners include; Birmingham, London,
Luton, Manchester, Newcastle, Tunbridge Wells.
The Partnership aims to develop high quality
creative programming, share learning and
build capacity. The Partnership supports the
commissioning and touring of new and innovative
outdoor arts productions, facilitates networking
events and seminars and supports the professional
development of Mela Producers.

“Melas provide a fantastic social space for families, friends, young and old
where everyone feels welcome.” Sajida Carr, Creative Black Country

“The concept of the Melas working together has
impressed our funders and sponsors. You learn
a lot through finding out how other partners
do things.” Zulfqar Ahmed, Luton Mela
“Each Mela’s journey is different; each relationship
with the local authority is different and each Mela
has different success factors. Discussing these with
Partner Melas enables us all to learn and to move
forward as ideas are practical and transferable.”
Mohammed Yaqoob, Newcastle Mela
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Transforming tradition
Melas combine music, dance, craft, fashion,
food stalls, bazaars and street performance,
but audiences and expectations are changing.
An injection of inventive artistic product
is sparking new life into these events and
reflecting back the rich and complex variety
of contemporary lives to audiences.

Over the last 4 years,
the Mela Partnership
has toured 8
productions in 96
performances...

Developing talent:
Khoj - The Search: Two lovers search for

Melas now include more performances from local emerging artists: the opportunity to
showcase their work to other Mela producers leads to further commissions.

each other before the Mela finishes. Inspired by two
iconic films – Mela (1948), a classic of Indian cinema,
and the dystopic Logan’s Run (1976). A heady mix
of circus, classical Indian dance and music.
“Khoj – a positive experience, showing South
Asian culture in a contemporary way. Really
inspiring, an oasis in the desert.”

“Melas provide an opportunity for audiences to access contemporary work within
their community. Bringing new work to Mela audiences allows audiences to take
risks and offers broader cultural experiences.” Sajida Carr, Creative Black Country

Luton Mela audience member

The Dance WE Made:

“All this provides different acts for different audiences. One big main
stage is not enough to develop the different strands of audiences and
generations that we could be reaching, and the Partnership opens
us up to new ideas.” Gurvinder Sandher, Mela producer

“The Dance WE Made brings dance to the public in

Achieving results...

An innovative
performance that breaks down the usual rules of
how the public engage with dance; putting them
in control of the choreography, reaching new
audiences and animating spaces.
wonderful new ways” The New York Times

Presented
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Swyron: A unique and mischievous spectacle

6
85
performances

productions in

where a steampunk superhero brings a futuristic
twist to the Mahabharata. Vedic mythology mixes
with Grant Morrison and Mukesh Singh’s graphic
novel 18 Days and the art of storytelling, Kathak, to
delight and engage diverse audiences.

Gave over

300

young artists
an opportunity
to perform

“Brilliant – out of the box.” Sandwell & Birmingham
Mela audience member

Involved over

600

artists in
Melas

17,500
took part in
150

workshops &
participatory
events

Navrattan – A Quest for the Lost
Gems: A journey to the mysterious and
magnificent Mughal Empire with children’s stories
of Emperor Akbar and his advisor, Birbal. Shadow
puppetry, interactive storytelling, Kathak dance and
craft workshops lead audiences on an intriguing
search for lost treasures.
“The show brought a new and exciting visual
dimension to our site and was a real highlight.”

4 x 4 Bhangra One of the best-established
bhangra dance groups in Europe, fusing traditional
folk dance from the Punjab in Northern India with
contemporary urban pop and hip hop with dhol
drummers and singers.
Stilts:

Larger-than-life princesses balance on
stilts in stunning jewels and roam around the
audience , bringing a diva attitude and a new twist
to Melas using an age-old skill.
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Manchester Mega Mela audience member

“It’s great to see the Arts Council investing in the Mela Partnership, illustrating their commitment to
the Creative Case for Diversity, and more specifically supporting the development of a collaborative
commissioning/touring network and peer to peer knowledge sharing.” Furhaad Ahmed, Mela producer

Reaching audiences

A new experience

“We are proud to support the Mela Partnership as a vital pilot enabling regional
Melas and festivals to collaborate together; creating new work touring nationally
to reach new audiences and celebrate culturally diverse Arts”.

“Adding contemporary artistic
productions to the programme opens
up new experiences for traditional
Mela audiences” Furhaad Ahmed, Luton Mela

Angela Chappell, Relationship Manager - Arts Council England

286k

65%
BAME &
35%

attenders
across

non BAME*

Melas

*Estimated audience mix

6

‘I observed an Asian family watching
‘Khoj. They would never go to a
venue to see it’

“Melas achieve community cohesion
through arts, culture and heritage rather
than a faith agenda. BAME communities
have tended to become very inwardlooking, and the only time they come
together is to celebrate their culture at
the Mela” Zulfqar Ahmed, Director, Luton Mela

MELA

Mela audiences said...
“My children and I loved it”
“Fantastic event, well organised”
“More performance like this”

71%

65%
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are Asian or
British Asian

“Melas matter, they help to bring communities together” Ajay Chhabra, Nutkhut

people
were
reached

11k
page
likes

The most
popular post
reached:
people

of audiences
are aged
16-44
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54%

664k

456.5k

Mela audiences represent a unique cross
section of the public compared to
other arts events.

attended just 1
arts event over
the past year usually their
local Mela

Mela Partnership
joint social media campaign:

